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Abstract
We suggest a new formulation for the bosonic sector of the Standard Model. In the
new formulation the Higgs field is not required.
PACS 12.15.-y
In paper [4] we introduced a new mass generation mechanism for gauge fields associated to
compact simple Lie groups. Perturbatively the theory constructed in [4] describes massive
vector fields, and no extra particles, like the Higgs boson, appear in the physical spectrum. It
is natural to apply the results of [4] to the bosonic sector of the Standard Model.
Note that in [4] we only discussed the case of gauge fields associated to simple Lie groups, and
the quantum field theory constructed in [4] describes fields of equal mass. On the other hand
the underlying group related to the electroweak sector of the Standard Model is not simple,
and, as a consequence, the vector mesons have different masses.
The main construction of this paper is based on a very simple observation: the underlying
group U(1) × SU(2) of the electroweak sector of the Standard Model can be represented as a
semideirect product U(1)⋊ SU(2) of U(1) and SU(2),
U(1)× SU(2) ≃ U(1)⋊ SU(2). (1)
In order to establish isomorphism (1) one has to fix a homomorphism
U(1)→ SU(2),
i.e. a Cartan subalgebra in SU(2), which gives rise to a representation U(1) → End SU(2)
via the adjoint action of SU(2) on itself. This representation can be used to construct the
semidirect product U(1)⋊ SU(2).
Let u(1) su(2) be the Lie algebra of U(1)⋊ SU(2). Isomorphism (1) induces an isomorphism
of Lie algebras,
ψ : u(1)⊕ su(2)→ u(1)  su(2), (ξ, x) 7→ (g′ξ, gx− g′ξh), ξ ∈ u(1) ≃ R, x ∈ su(2). (2)
In formula (2) h ∈ su(2) is a fixed element of the Cartan subalgebra in su(2), and we assume
throughout of this paper that the standard commutators in u(1) and su(2) are rescaled by
1
constants g′ and g, respectively. In our construction these constants will play the same role as
in case of the usual formulation of the Standard Model, and isomorphism (2) will be used to
obtain particles of different masses without gauge symmetry braking.
Now let Bµ and Aµ be the u(1) and su(2) -valued gauge fields (connections) on the Minkowski
space. Denote by u˜(1) and s˜u(2) the Lie algebras of the corresponding gauge groups U˜(1) and
S˜U(2).
The basic ingredient of the Standard model is the direct sum (Bµ, Aµ) of connectionsBµ andAµ.
(Bµ, Aµ) is a u(1)⊕ su(2)-valued gauge field on Minkowski space. Note that the isomorphism
ψ̂ : u˜(1)⊕ s˜u(2)→ u˜(1)  s˜u(2)
induced by (2) can not be applied directly to the connection (Bµ, Aµ) since the space of connec-
tions is not linear. But it can be applied to the curvature of (Bµ, Aµ). Indeed, the components
of the curvature (Fµν(B), Fµν(A)) of (Bµ, Aµ),
Fµν(B) = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ,
Fµν(A) = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − g[Aµ, Aν ],
are elements of the adjoint representation of the gauge group U˜(1)× S˜U(2), and hence
ψ̂(Fµν(B), Fµν(A)) = (g
′Fµν(B), gFµν(A)− g′Fµν(B)h) (3)
belongs to the adjoint representation of the gauge group U˜(1)⋊ S˜U(2) ≃ U˜(1)× S˜U(2).
Note that from the definition of the semidirect product it follows that the su(2) component in the
decomposition u(1)su(2) is invariant under the adjoint action of U(1)⋊SU(2) ≃ U(1)×SU(2).
We denote by su(2)1 this representation of U(1)× SU(2) in the space su(2). By the definition
of the representation su(2)1 the component
Fµν = gFµν(A)− g′Fµν(B)h (4)
defined by the r.h.s. of (3) takes values in su(2)1. Therefore Fµν is invariant under the action
of the gauge group U˜(1)× S˜U(2)1.
The last important ingredient in the new formulation of the Standard Model is a covariant
d’Alambert operator (B,A) associated to the connection (Bµ, Aµ),
(B,A) = DµD
µ,
where Dµ is the covariant derivative of the connection (Bµ, Aµ),
Dµ = ∂µ − (g′Bµ, gAµ).
The covariant d’Alambert operator can be applied to any tensor field defined on the Minkowski
space and taking values in a representation space of the Lie group U(1)×SU(2), the u(1)⊕su(2)-
valued gauge field (Bµ, Aµ) acts on the tensor field according to that representation. Note that
the operator (B,A) is scalar, i.e. it does not change types of tensors.
In order to write down the Lagrangian of the Standard Model we have to fix a nondegenerate
invariant under the adjoint action scalar product on su(2). We denote this scalar product by tr
(for instance, one can take the trace of the composition of the elements of su(2) acting in the
adjoint representation). Let ta, a = 1, 2, 3 be a linear basis of su(2) normalized in such a way
that tr(tatb) = − 12δab. We introduce the components Aaµ of the gauge field Aµ by
Aµ = A
a
µt
a.
1A term similar to (4) was also considered in [2]; however in [2] it was not observed that this term is gauge
invariant.
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We also use similar notation for the components of any su(2)-valued quantity.
We shall also put h = t3 in formula (2).
The bosonic sector of the Standard Model can be described using the following gauge invariant
Lagrangian
L =
∫ [
− 1
4
Fµν(B)F
µν(B) + tr
(1
2
Fµν(A)F
µν(A)− 1
8
((B,A)Φµν)Φ
µν +
m
2
ΦµνF
µν − (5)
−2i
3∑
i=1
ηi((B,A)ηi)
)]
d3x,
the gauge group of the theory being U˜(1)× S˜U(2). In the expression above Fµν is defined by
formula (4), Φµν is a skew-symmetric (2,0)-type tensor field with values in the representation
su(2)1 of the group U(1)×SU(2); ηi, ηi, i = 1, 2, 3 are pairs of anticommuting scalar fields with
values in su(2)1; they satisfy the following reality conditions: η
∗
i = ηi, η
∗
i = ηi. We also use
the standard convention about summations and lowering tensor indexes with the help of the
standard metric gµν of the Minkowski space, g00 = 1, gii = −1 for i = 1, 2, 3, and gij = 0 for
i 6= j.
The asymptotic states described by the quantized theory with Lagrangian (5) can be obtained
from the abelian counterpart L0 of Lagrangian (5),
L0 =
∫ [
− 1
4
Fµν(B)F
µν(B) + tr
(1
2
Fµν(A)F
µν(A)− 1
8
(Φµν)Φ
µν +
m
2
ΦµνF
µν − (6)
−2i
3∑
i=1
ηi(ηi)
)]
d3x,
where now
Fµν(B) = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ,
Fµν(A) = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ,
and
Fµν = gFµν(A)− g′Fµν(B)t3 = ∂µ(gAν − g′Bνt3)− ∂ν(gAµ − g′Bµt3). (7)
In view of the last formula it is convenient to introduce new fields A′µ and Zµ related to A
3
µ
and Bµ by an orthogonal transformation,
A′µ = sin θWA
3
µ + cos θWBµ, (8)
Zµ = cos θWA
3
µ − sin θWBµ, (9)
where
tan θW =
g′
g
,
and θW is the Weinberg angle. Now introducing the quantities F
′
µν = ∂µA
′
ν − ∂νA′µ and
Zµν = ∂µZν − ∂νZµ one can rewrite Lagrangian (6) in the form
L0 =
∫ [
− 1
4
(F ′µνF
µν ′ +
∑
a=1,2
F aµν(A)F
µνa(A) + ZµνZ
µν) +
1
16
∑
a=1,2,3
(Φaµν)Φ
µνa − (10)
−mg
4
∑
a=1,2
ΦaµνF
µνa(A)− m
√
g2 + g′2
4
Φ3µνZ
µν + i
3∑
i=1
∑
a=1,2,3
ηai (η
a
i )
]
d3x.
The first term in formula (10) obviously describes abelian gauge field A′µ, and according to
the results of [3], Sect. 4 the positive energy Poincare´ invariant sector for the remaining terms
3
in (10) contains two massive vector fields of mass mg and one massive vector field of mass
m
√
g2 + g′2.
To identify these fields we introduce the following notation for the components Φaµν of the field
Φµν :
Gak =
1
2
εijkΦ
a
ij , φ
a
k = Φ
a
0k, i, j, k, a = 1, 2, 3,
and define the vector fields Aa, a = 1, 2, Z, A′, Ga, φa, a = 1, 2, 3 on R3, with spatial
components Aai , Zi, A
′
i, G
a
i , φ
a
i , i = 1, 2, 3, respectively.
We also introduce the longitudinal component Aa‖ of A
a,
Aa‖(x) =
i
(2pi)3
∫
eik·(x−y)
kj
|k|A
a
j (y)d
3kd3y, (11)
and the transversal component Aa⊥,
Aa⊥ = A
a − grad△−1∂iAai . (12)
The transversal and longitudinal components of the vector fields Z, A′, Ga, φa are defined
by formulas similar to (11), (12). Here and below we write x = (x1, x2, x3) for vectors in
three-dimensional Euclidean space R3 , and · stands for the usual scalar product in R3.
In the Coloumb gauge,
3∑
i=1
∂iBi = 0,
3∑
i=1
∂iAi = 0,
the transversal components of the massive fields of masses mW = mg and mZ = m
√
g2 + g′2
are the transversal components of Aa, a = 1, 2 and of Z, and the longitudinal components of
the massive fields are the longitudinal components of the spatial vector fields φa, a = 1, 2 and
of φ3, respectively.
Therefore the transversal components of the spatial parts of the linear combinations
W∓µ =
1√
2
(A1µ ± iA2µ)
can be identified with those for the charged vector mesons of masses
mW = mg,
and the transversal component of the spatial part of Zµ with that of the neutral vector meson
of mass
mZ = m
√
g2 + g′2.
The electromagnetic abelian gauge field A′µ remains massless. The masses of particles listed
above are the same as in case of the usual formulation of the Standard Model (see [1], Sect.
12-6).
The quantum field theory generated by Lagrangian (5) is unitary and satisfies the energy
positivity condition. Actually both the unitarity and the energy positivity conditions hold in
the physical space of states described in [3]. In [4] it is also proved that the theory generated
by Lagrangian (5) is renormalizable.
The physical space of asymptotic states H0phys is the bosonic Fock space for the operators bi,
b∗i , b
a
i , b
a
i
∗, i = 1, 2, 3, a = 1, 2, 3, and di, d
∗
i , i = 1, 2 obeying the standard commutation
relations
[bi(k),b
∗
j (k
′)] = δijδ(k− k′), [bai (k),bbj
∗
(k′)] = δijδ
abδ(k− k′), [di(k),d∗j (k′)] = δijδ(k− k′),
4
and all the operators with superscript ∗ being regarded as creation operators.
The normal symbol S = S(bai
∗, bi
∗, d∗i ; b
a
i , bi, di) of the corresponding S–matrix in the Lorentz
gauge can be expressed via Feynman path integral (see [3], Sect. 6),
S =
∫
D(Aµ)D(Φµν)D(η)D(η)
3∏
i=1
D(ηi)D(ηi)
∏
x
δ(∂µAµ(x))δ(∂
µBµ(x)) × (13)
× exp{i
∫ (
L+ 2i
∫
tr (η∂µ(∂µ − gAµ)η)d3x
)
dt},
where η, η are the anticommuting scalar ghost fields (Faddeev-Popov ghosts) taking values in
the adjoint representation of su(2) and satisfying the following reality conditions η∗ = η, η∗ = η.
The components of the variables of integration in the Feynman path integral in formula (13)
obey the following boundary conditions:
Aa⊥(x, t), a = 1, 2 can be expressed as
Aa⊥(x, t) = A
a
⊥0(x, t) +A
a
⊥(x, t),
where
Aa⊥0(x, t) =
1
(2pi)
3
2
∫
d3k√
2(k2 +m2W )
1
2
∑
i=1,2
(bai (k)e
i(k)eik·x−i
√
(k2+m2
W
)t +
+bai
∗(k)ei(k)e−ik·x+i
√
(k2+m2
W
)t),
and A
a
⊥(x, t) satisfies the radiation boundary condition for the operator  +m
2
W ;
φa‖(x, t), a = 1, 2 can be expressed as
φa‖(x, t) = φ
a
‖0
(x, t) + φ
a
‖(x, t),
where
φa‖0
(x, t) =
2
(2pi)
3
2
∫
d3k√
2(k2 +m2W )
1
2
(ba3(k)e
ik·x−i
√
(k2+m2
W
)t +
+ba3
∗(k)e−ik·x+i
√
(k2+m2
W
)t),
and φ
a
‖(x, t) satisfies the radiation boundary condition for the operator  +m
2
W ;
for a = 1, 2
Ga⊥(x, t) →
t→−∞
− 2 curl
mW
Aa⊥(x, t)0;
and
φa⊥(x, t) →
t→−∞
− ∂
∂t
2
mW
Aa⊥(x, t)0;
Z⊥(x, t) can be expressed as
Z⊥(x, t) = Z⊥0(x, t) + Z⊥(x, t),
where
Z⊥0(x, t) =
1
(2pi)
3
2
∫
d3k√
2(k2 +m2Z)
1
2
∑
i=1,2
(bi(k)e
i(k)eik·x−i
√
(k2+m2
Z
)t +
+bi
∗(k)ei(k)e−ik·x+i
√
(k2+m2
Z
)t),
5
and Z⊥(x, t) satisfies the radiation boundary condition for the operator  +m
2
Z ;
φ3‖(x, t) can be expressed as
φ3‖(x, t) = φ
3
‖0
(x, t) + φ
3
‖(x, t),
where
φ3‖0
(x, t) =
2
(2pi)
3
2
∫
d3k√
2(k2 +m2Z)
1
2
(b3(k)e
ik·x−i
√
(k2+m2
Z
)t + b3
∗(k)e−ik·x+i
√
(k2+m2
Z
)t),
and φ
3
‖(x, t) satisfies the radiation boundary condition for the operator  +m
2
Z ;
G3⊥(x, t) →
t→−∞
− 2 curl
mZ
Z⊥(x, t)0;
φ3⊥(x, t) →
t→−∞
− ∂
∂t
2
mZ
Z⊥(x, t)0;
A′⊥(x, t) can be expressed as
A′⊥(x, t) = A
′
⊥0(x, t) +A
′
⊥(x, t),
where
A′⊥0(x, t) =
1
(2pi)
3
2
∫
d3k√
2|k|
∑
i=1,2
(di(k)e
i(k)eik·x−i|k|t +
+di
∗(k)ei(k)e−ik·x+i|k|t),
and A
′
⊥(x, t) satisfies the radiation boundary condition for the operator ;
for a = 1, 2, 3
ηai (x, t) =
1
(2pi)
3
2
∫
d3k√
2|k| (c
a
i (k, t)e
−ik·x + cai
∗(k, t)eik·x),
cai (k, t) →
t→−∞
0, cai
∗(k, t) →
t→+∞
0,
cai (k, t) →
t→+∞
cai (k)oute
i|k|t, cai
∗(k, t) →
t→−∞
cai
∗(k)ine
−i|k|t;
ηai (x, t) =
1
(2pi)
3
2
∫
d3k
d3k√
2|k| (c
a
i (k, t)e
−ik·x + cai
∗(k, t)eik·x),
cai (k, t) →
t→−∞
0, cai
∗(k, t) →
t→+∞
0,
cai (k, t) →
t→+∞
cai (k)oute
i|k|t, cai
∗(k, t) →
t→−∞
cai
∗(k)ine
−i|k|t;
and
Ga‖(x, t) =
2
(2pi)
3
2
∫
d3k√
2|k| (a
a(k, t)e−ik·x + aa∗(k, t)eik·x),
aa(k, t) →
t→−∞
0, aa∗(k, t) →
t→+∞
0,
aa(k, t) →
t→+∞
aa(k)oute
i|k|t, aa∗(k, t) →
t→−∞
aa∗(k)ine
−i|k|t;
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for a = 1, 2 the longitudinal components Aa‖(x, t), and A
a
0(x, t) can be expressed as
Aa‖(x, t) = −
mW
2

−1
F
∂
∂t
φa‖0
(x, t) +A
a
‖(x, t), A
a
0(x, t) = −
mW
2

−1
F
√
−△φa‖0(x, t) +A
a
0(x, t),
where, −1F is the operator inverse to d’Alambert operator with Feynman (radiation) boundary
conditions, and the variables A
a
‖(x, t), A
a
0(x, t) obey the radiation boundary conditions for the
operator ;
Z‖(x, t) and Z0(x, t) can be expressed as
Z‖(x, t) = −
mZ
2

−1
F
∂
∂t
φ3‖0
(x, t) + Z‖(x, t), Z0(x, t) = −
mZ
2

−1
F
√
−△φ3‖0(x, t) + Z0(x, t),
where the variables Z‖(x, t), Z0(x, t) obey the radiation boundary conditions for the operator
;
A
′
‖(x, t) and A
′
0(x, t) obey the radiation boundary conditions for the operator ;
the ghosts η, η also obey the radiation boundary conditions for d’Alambert operator .
In the formulas above the variables with subscripts in and out are arbitrary, and one has to
integrate over them in (13). We also assume that the measure in the Feynman path integral
is suitably normalized, and that the Feynman path integral over Φ in (13) is only taken with
respect to the linearly independent components Φµν , µ < ν of the skew-symmetric tensor Φµν .
From the results of [3], Sect. 5 and 6 it immediately follows that the S–matrix with normal
symbol (13) is a unitary operator acting in the physical space of states H0phys.
In the formulas above d∗i and di can be regarded as creation and annihilation operators for
photons;
b1i
∗ − ib2i ∗√
2
and
b1i + ib
2
i√
2
as creation and annihilation operators for W+ mesons;
b1i
∗
+ ib2i
∗
√
2
and
b1i − ib2i√
2
as creation and annihilation operators for W− mesons;
b∗i and bi as creation and annihilation operators for Z mesons.
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